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ENERGIZE DENVER – Meeting #4 – March 18, 2016 
Summary 

 
Meeting Objective: 

Evaluate options that may advance the core interests of all stakeholders and move the city toward the goal 
 

 
Task Force Attendees:  Adam Knoff, Jim Ptacek, J Drever, Christian Williss, Jerry Glick, Philip Saieg, Elizabeth 
Caswell Dyer, Jennifer Gremmert, John Hersey, Michael Hicks, Patti Mason, Tony Massaro, Dawn Murray, Mike 
Michna, Bob Macauley, Elizabeth Babcock 
 
I. Overview – Four Packages/Options 
 

Options/Packages: 

 Option A – Annual benchmarking and transparency; and once every 5 years Retro-
commissioning with implementation; and an audit starting 2019; and one-time lighting upgrade 
to code 2021-2025 

 Option B – Annual benchmarking and transparency; and either improve EUI 15% OR Retro-
commissioning and Audit every 5 

 Option C – Benchmarking and Transparency, with grace period one year on transparency; Three 
options for next step every 7 years:  EUI 12% every 7 years or Energy Star/LEED EBOM 
certification; retro-commissioning plus implementation; audit and upgrade implementing 
measures with <3-year payback or complete other upgrades that achieve similar energy savings 
with Xcel qualified measures 

 Option D:  Strictly performance – Same as C, but remove prescriptive route; either improve EUI 
or gain Energy Start certification 

 
Questions/Comments Related to The Four: 

- Q: How often are lighting codes updated by the City?  A: The lighting upgrade in Option A is one-
time; The codes are not updated on a set schedule and not every code change includes lighting 
upgrades 

- We can mix and match among packages 
- Retro-commissioning and audit happening at the same time is unnecessary – we should think 

about the most effective sequence for the two 
- Xcel customers typically do an audit first, and then retro-commissioning later, if it’s warranted 
-  makes sense. 
- Exemptions – we don’t want buildings with E-Star 80 to be required to retro-commission 
- Boulder experience points out the need to be specific about the level of audit and to take into 

consideration that Xcel pays a level-1 audit 
- Xcel is looking into ways to sync with Boulder’s requirement for a level II audit for buildings over 

50,000 sq ft. 
- LEED dynamic plaque is developing; that may be able stand in the place of LEED EBOM 
- For options that kick in over time, we also want to look for incentives to get the savings earlier – 

ways to bank them so we don’t cause a building owner to delay investments 
 

- We should think about whether we want to work in percentages – each 15% is more difficult 
than the last 15%; we could we look at actual number improvements so that it isn’t harder each 
time 
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- Although, once you reach Energy Star certification, you aren’t required to continue reducing 
energy use by those percentages – you’re done 

- It’s easier to think in terms of change in energy cost per square foot, not percentages 
- If lighting improvement paybacks are short, we should look at whether they should come as late 

as they do in Option A 
- Boulder delayed them; their rationale was that building owners can’t control their tenants 

lighting, so it was too aggressive to ask them to go to every tenant early in the program 
- Q: For Option C with the implementation over five years, would 20% get a letter each year?  Or 

could buildings volunteer to go first?  A: In 2018 everyone might get a letter with their 
compliance year 

- It would be useful to think about how the schedule aligns with the Xcel rebate years 
- We need to think about the incentives that Denver can add to complement the utility’s 

incentives 
- We will have to examine how effective the packages are in reaching the goal; to begin thinking 

about that, cities are seeing 3-7% from benchmarking 
 
II. Discussion – Looking for Most Promising Elements to Move on to Meeting #5 
 

Initial Reaction to the Four Options (without mixing and matching yet) 
 

 Performance is challenging when you have multi-tenant commercial office buildings because you 
can’t direct your tenants 

 We have to think about the range of uses in these buildings; we can’t dictate how a tech company 
that is working 23 hours per day uses energy, and we are seeing that all of our assumptions about 
density – sqft/employee are out of date 

 One thing we’re seeing in tech tenants is a total inability to control density 
 Having a prescriptive path makes sense because it creates a clear road map; it helps the building 

owners who aren’t knowledgeable about energy efficiency 
 Some owners will go to consultants; that’s even more true if you leave them to performance options 
 Important to ensure that building owners have the resources (beyond Xcel) to comply; there are 

organizations like 2030 District that can help and we need to link owners to PACE and other 
financing ideas 

 Option C may be the most realistic from an affordable housing perspective  
 Preliminary Conclusion – taking the options as a whole (before we mix and match); Few favor 

Options A and D; More see promise in Options B and C 
 

Moving into Specific Elements of the Options 
 

Building Size 
o 1800 buildings over 50,000 sq ft, 80% of the square footage 
o Even with 80% of the square footage, we’re not assured of getting the 10% by 2020 
o Option B may be on target – Jerry – move to 10,000 square feet level in three years; start with 

the largest buildings, see if the approach is working and them move to the smaller 
o For the smaller buildings, start with only a benchmarking and transparency requirement 
o Taking smaller buildings sooner rather than later will be a tough sell; those are the buildings that 

the Apartment Association and others are worried about – like the small apartment buildings in 
Capital Hill 

o Benchmarking makes sense, even for the smaller buildings, but other requirements coming in 
the first year would be would be difficult 
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o For buildings that don’t meet the 4/50 rule, benchmark will be burdensome (The 4/50 rule: Xcel 
can automatically provide whole-building data if there are more than four units or tenants and 
no one has more than 50% of the square footage) 

o Will need to help the smaller buildings 
o 25,000 sq ft is a dividing line for multi-family buildings (by multi-family, we mean everything that 

is not single-family detached) 
o Perhaps we need to have different size criteria for residential than for commercial office – they 

may not break at the same sq ft 
o For residential, we could transition by # of units, starting with 5 units or more (the Department 

of Energy definition for multi-family) 
o Buildings with fewer than 40 units are different than those with more than 40 
o Don’t know if the assessor could provide Denver staff with # of units in each building – will have 

to sort this out 
o One approach – start with 25,000 sq ft and then move to 10,000 three years later 
o For non-profit offices, 25,000 sq ft is also a reasonable dividing line 
o Perhaps we don’t make a division at all – all buildings at the same time, regardless of size 
o Smaller buildings will not have the same level of staff or readily available expertise 
o Why 3 years? 
o It shouldn’t take 3 years to learn how to benchmark 
o Above 50,000 sq ft you get a lot more professional management, so we could start with 50,000 

sq ft year 1, 25,000 sq ft year 2, 10,000 sq ft year 3  
o For next time – review the data, and perhaps go deeper into the data on Denver’s building stock 

– use, type, size, age – as we make decisions about building size transition points 
 

Observer Comments 
 
 At this point in the discussion, the task force heard from observers.  Their comments and questions 

included the following: 

 It is important to consider whether these are going to be unfunded mandates and how building 
owners will pay for the program 

 Every building can get 15-minute interval data today, why not require businesses get that data as 
well? 

 It would be good to know what lighting upgrades would cost – if the task force moves in the 
direction of requiring lighting upgrades 

 As the task force moves into transparency, it’s important to focus on whether transparency 
requirements lead to apples-to-oranges comparison; buildings will vary widely in their energy use; 
it would be unproductive to create a rank order of buildings 

 Don’t want to be ranked on factors outside of the building owners control 

 The program should examine the building stock to identify t buildings that will help achieve the 
goal; the program should not focus on buildings that won’t move the needle in aggregate 

 It would be useful to figure out how to monetize the savings upfront 
 

Transparency Discussion 
 

- How do we use the wealth of data from a transparency requirement to drive market 
transformation? Do we give the data to Xcel?  Do we do something with the low-hanging fruit that 
is revealed in the analysis? 

- Do you buy that Energy Star scores could be useful in the way that miles-per-gallon has been 
useful in improving energy efficiency in automobiles? 
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- Need to use the data better; transparency 2.0 
- Audit’s get tucked away in top drawer with no action – the data doesn’t always drive change 
- It would be more powerful if the transparency data were to reveal the best direction for utility 

rebates, inform where funds should be targeted 
- The NYC program is discovering that their data is powerful to inform programs, but also finding 

that data quality is an issue; NYC is tweaking their ordinance to improve data quality 
- Chicago required engineer verification every 5 years for everyone 
- Perhaps the City can help with gross square footage of the building that is one of the toughest 

areas in NYC; perhaps City can help in that role 
- The assessor data on square footage has its own data quality problems 
- If you were to immediately publish the data, it becomes a shopping list for consultants; that’s not a 

bad thing 
- Don’t know what the rationale is for 1-year delay 
- Other cities had the delay because it gives time to improve the score before it becomes public 
- We should publish right away – sunlight is a good thing, and the sooner the better. 
- Q: Will the City have energy advisors?  A: Potentially, yes 
- We need to pair the transparency discussion with education, resources, incentives that are 

targeted based on the data that comes from the transparency requirement 
- If owners have resources and incentives to act on the information, that helps; it has to be paired 

with education 
- Seattle just moved from transparency at the time of transaction to full transparency; they have a 

staff of eight and mostly they do enforcement 
- The program would be more effective if they were looking at the data and came to owners with 

opportunities and resources – that’s what should replace the put-it-on-a-map transparency that 
doesn’t lead to change 

- Tenants want to know about energy efficiency; we need sunlight 
- A smart broker going to ask for Energy Star score and operating expenses 
- If the City is going to have a role in acting on the data, we need a clear sense of how the data 

would be used 
- The role of the city ordinance is to make data available; the next step could be a really cool data 

visualization company to increase fluency around that data 
- Does the City sell the data?  If so, we move from public information to a product 
- The City could partner with a non-profit who isn’t a service provider 
- That group could use the data to identify low-income opportunities; USGBC could target owners, if 

the data isn’t public then people can’t use it 
- Data drives action; the data may not have driven significant market transformation yet, but it can 

and it might 
- One-year delay – if that makes it more palatable, but only then 
- Will potential tenants rule out a building if a low score is public?  If they come see the space, 

maybe they can live with lower energy performance because they love the space. 
- If low scoring buildings begin to get fewer prospective tenants, that’s what will begin to transform 

the market 
- Investors are looking for value-add opportunities; low scores are useful for them to see 
- Transparency and benchmarking should track together with no more than a delay of a year or two 
- Cities that have transparency requirements are hearing stories about the usefulness of the data, so 

they are continuing their transparency requirement and, at least in Seattle’s case, strengthening 
them 

- We should take a new approach that no city has taken – report cards rather than a table of data 
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Other 

 
 Looking at the retro-commissioning and the audit requirements – the AND and the OR – Take a 

look at what Boulder does to sequence them 
 If an option requires a retro-commissioning study, anything with <2-year payback should be 

mandatory – we should include that in the options 
 Take audit first, then the audit contractor can recommend whether retro-commissioning is a good 

fit for that building in the next 5 years 
 Though we lean toward B&C, let’s not lose the strong goals in A 
 Q: In the other cities, municipal buildings tend to be more aggressive; should we do that?               

A: Denver has in place an executive order – all buildings that qualify for Energy Star have to be 
certified 

  
III. Conclusions and Next Steps for Meeting #5 
 

1. Additional Data 
a. Building data – revisit what we have an add to it – age, type, size 
b. Building inventory data – multifamily projects with more that 40 units, fewer than 40 and 

the proportion 
c. Sample exemptions 
d. Send data in advance of the next meeting whenever possible 

 
2. Additional Reaction to the Options – Should you have additional thoughts about the options and 

what might work best, send those thoughts to Mike 
 
3. To Do – Telling the Task Force Story: 

a. Task Force members – tell the story of the task force to the organizations, associations, allies 
you work with – ask to be placed on their agendas 

b. Let Mike know who you’re talked to 
c. We need to reach out to institutions that have big building inventories –DPS, the 

Archdiocese of Denver 
d. Should we have a public meeting – before the task force is done and prior to the formal 

adoption process – it’s important 
 
4. FYI – Xcel’s Strategic Initiatives Filing – look for the implication for the rebate programs 

 
5. Next Meeting – April 8th – 8:30-11:30 – Same Location CAVEA @ Metro State 
 

 


